This article reports a two dimensional, steady state, numerical simulation of the air flow inside a solar chimney with a fixed absorber height but various air gap widths and inlet aperture heights. The ventilation performance of the solar chimney in terms of the mass flow rate is presented. The numerical results show that the mass flow rate is an increasing function of surface emissivity and input heat flux. It is also found that the mass flow rate is up to 59% higher with a surface emissivity of 0.9 than that with a zero surface emissivity. This investigation shows the importance of radiation heat transfer in a solar chimney system. The numerical results further show that the ventilation performance of the solar chimney is more sensitive to the change in the air gap width than to the change in the inlet aperture height, and an optimum inlet aperture height can be identified.
C901 models under a controlled laboratory environment. Similarly, Mathur et al. [4] studied a window sized, small scale model under realistic conditions. Among the numerical studies, Moshfeg and Sandberg [14] considered conjugate heat transfer by convection and radiation for a 6.5 metre tall solar chimney with various aspect ratios, and revealed the importance of surface radiation on fluid flow inside the air channel. In contrast to Bacharoudis et al. [3] , Zamora and Kaiser [18] and others who modelled a solar chimney with a uniform wall temperature, Sandberg and Moshfeg [14] modelled the solar chimney with one wall adiabatic and the other with a uniform heat flux. We believe the latter modelling strategy is a better representation of reality and hence we adopt similar thermal boundary conditions in the present study.
Many researchers identified the importance of the air gap width on the ventilation performance of a solar chimney. However, Lee and Strand [11] identified the air gap width as the parameter with the least influence on ventilation performance in terms of mass flow rate. Similarly, Miyazaki et al. [13] reported that for a solar chimney with an air gap width more than 0.2 m, the mass flow rate is independent of the chimney air gap width. All these works contributed to our present understanding of the subject. However, the contradictory results reported suggest that the solar chimney as a ventilation strategy is not fully understood and thus needs further investigation. This is the motivation behind the present work. Moreover, very few numerical investigations have focused on small scale solar chimneys with absorber height less than 1 m.
The present work deals with numerical simulation of natural convection flow inside a solar chimney. Both convection and radiation heat transfer are considered as the mechanisms through which thermal energy is transferred within the solar chimney. The problem outlined has practical applications in building ventilation as well as theoretical appeal to understanding the complex thermo-fluid phenomena inside the solar chimney. 
Solar chimney model
A typical two dimensional representation of the physical system of a solar chimney is depicted in Figure 1 . The horizontal distance between the glazing and the absorber wall is referred to as the air gap width, W gap . In this study, the absorber height, H ab , is fixed (0.7 m) but the inlet aperture height, H in , is variable, giving rise to different solar chimney heights. The typical ranges of parameters considered in this study are 0.1-0.4 m for the air gap width and 0.1-0.5 m for the inlet aperture height, respectively. The other important governing parameters are the Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers,
where β is the coefficient of thermal expansion, ν is the kinematic viscosity, α is the thermal diffusivity, k is the thermal conductivity, and q is the input heat flux. si units are adopted throughout.
Problem formulation
We expect that the temperature variation from the inlet to the exit of the solar chimney is not very large, and thus the Boussinesq approximation is adopted. Under this assumption, we solve simplified Navier-Stokes equations for a two dimensional Newtonian incompressible flow. As the governing equations are available in almost every numerical article on the subject and also in standard textbooks, they are not presented here. For the radiation formulation, we assume that the channel wall surfaces are diffuse and grey. The radiative heat exchange between surface elements is then calculated from the relation [17]
where i and j index the N surface elements, δ ij is the Kronecker delta, j is the surface emissivity, F i−j is the configuration factor, q r,j is the radiative heat flux, and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
Assuming q = 100 W/m 2 and H ab = 0.7 m, Equation (1) gives Rayleigh number Ra = 8.36 × 10 10 . For the case of natural convection adjacent to a vertical, isothermally heated, flat plate, such a high value of the Rayleigh number might suggest the flow is turbulent. However, Chen et al. [8] reported that, for natural convection adjacent to a vertical flat plate heated by a uniform heat flux, the transition to turbulence occurs at Ra > 2 × 10 13 . Bejan [6] considered a similar range of Rayleigh numbers based on a constant heat flux for laminar flows. We therefore model the flow as laminar.
Results presented in this work are obtained numerically using the commercial cfd package ansys-fluent 12.0, which is based on a control volume method. The governing equations are solved on a staggered grid and the coupling between the momentum and continuity equations through pressure is based on the simple (Semi Implicit Pressure Linked Equation) scheme [15] . The second order, upwind, differencing scheme is applied for convective terms of the momentum and energy transport equations, whereas pressure is descretized using the presto (Pressure Staggering Option) scheme [9] . To ensure numerical stability, the discretized equations are solved by iteration with under-relaxation factors of 0.3 for pressure, 0.7 for momentum and 1 for density, body force and energy. Solution convergence is controlled by setting the convergence criterion (residual) to 10 −5 for each equation except for the energy equation, which is set to 10 −6 . All results reported in this article are obtained using a double precision solver.
Two dimensional quadrilateral elements are employed to create a non-uniform structured mesh using ansys Workbench. In order to ensure the accuracy of the numerical results, a grid dependence study is performed with three different meshes: 100 × 36, 200 × 72 and 400 × 144. Based on this numerical test, the medium mesh of 200 × 72 elements is adopted in this study, as it provides sufficient spatial resolution for a grid independent solution with much less computing time than the finest mesh.
Validation of our numerical procedure for the solar chimney model is carried out by comparing the present numerical data, obtained for a solar chimney with vertical inlet, to the experimental data obtained for a 1.5-metre tall solar chimney [8] . Figure 2 shows the comparison between the experimental and numerical air flow rates obtained for a 200 mm air gap width at 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 W/m 2 input heat fluxes, respectively. The figure shows a clear agreement between the experimental and numerical data, confirming an increase in the air flow rate with an increase in the input heat flux. All the numerical results reported in Figure 2 are well within the experimental uncertainty of the air velocity measurements reported by Chen et al. [8] . However, the predicted air flow rate is consistently lower than the experimental results. This discrepancy between the experimental and numerical results could be attributed to the computational domain effect [10] . Figures 3 and 4 show the predicted mass flow rates for different air gap widths and inlet aperture heights for a case with zero surface emissivity. The lines in these figures, as well as in Figure 5 , are piece-wise linear interpolants. Figure 3 shows a small increment in the mass flow rate with the increase of the inlet aperture height from 0.1 m to 0.2 m, and further increase of the inlet aperture height results in a decrease of the mass flow rate. This is attributed to the reduction of the flow kinetic energy with the increase of the inlet aperture height. Figure 4 shows the predicted mass flow rate at different air gap widths with a given inlet aperture height for different input heat flux. The figure indicates that as the chimney air gap width increases for a fixed inlet aperture height, the mass flow rate decreases. This is be attributed to the decrease of the flow kinetic energy with the increase in the chimney cross-section area. Furthermore, with the increase in the air gap width, a reverse flow occurs at the chimney exit; as seen in Figure 6 (c). We are currently investigating this reverse flow and its impact on the ventilation performance, and will report separately. Figure 5 . The figure clearly shows improvement in the mass flow rate up to a certain value of the inlet aperture height, after which further increase in the inlet aperture height does not have any positive effect on improving the mass flow rate. This result indicates that, based on the range of the tests (0.1-0.5 m), there is an optimum value of the inlet aperture height.
Results and discussion
In Figure 6 , (a) and (c) show the isotherms and streamlines, respectively, for a selected case without surface emissivity. This behaviour changes to that shown in (b) and (d) when surface emissivity is present. It is evident from the figure that the thermal flow structure changes with the presence of radiation heat exchange. Figure 6(a) shows that a thermal boundary layer is formed adjacent to the heated wall only, whereas in Figure 6 (b) thermal boundary layers are formed adjacent to both walls. The thermal boundary layer adjacent to the unheated wall is due to radiation heat exchange between the two vertical surfaces of the solar chimney. Radiation heat exchange increases the mass flow rate through the chimney as more fluid is driven by the buoyancy force in the region close to the walls in the thermal boundary layer. Outside the thermal boundary layer, fluid is mainly driven by the pressure gradient resulting from the inlet pressure boundary condition [12] . Figure 6 (c) shows a reverse flow at the exit of the solar chimney for the case with zero emissivity. The reverse flow is due to thermal boundary layer entrainment of fresh air from the exterior of the solar chimney in order to satisfy conservation of mass. The detailed mechanism of the boundary layer entrainment needs to be further investigated. For the case with an emissivity value of 0.9, Figure 6 (d) shows no reverse flow at the exit of the chimney. However, a small circulation can be seen in the region near to the leading edge of the thermal boundary layer, just above the inlet aperture at the heated wall. This is attributed to the separation of the inlet flow at the leading edge. With the radiation effect, the inlet flow is stronger, and thus separation is more likely. Figure 7 shows the effect of surface emissivity on the ventilation performance in terms of mass flow rate. Here the surface emissivity is considered for both walls (the heated and insulated walls). In one case, the surface emissivity is assumed to be 0.9 for both bounding walls. In the other case, the surface emissivity is assumed to be zero for both bounding walls, indicating no radiation heat exchange between the two bounding walls. Figure 7 shows that the surface radiation has a positive effect on the mass flow rate enhancement, and the mass flow rate is an increasing function of emissivity and input heat flux. At an input heat flux of 100 W/m 2 , the predicted mass flow rate with a surface emissivity of 0.9 is 59% higher than that predicted with a zero emissivity. This result indicates that, in a solar chimney system, radiation heat transfer plays a significant role in ventilation performance in terms of mass flow rate, and thus should not be ignored. Radiation heat transfer increases the temperature of the insulated wall. Moshfeg and Sandberg [16] showed that about 40% of the input heat could be transferred to the insulated wall via radiative heat transfer, whereas Chen et al. [8] estimated it to be less than 10% of the input heat. This heat transfer decreases with the input heat flux, and so does the mass flow rate (refer to Figure 7 ). Almost all solar chimney studies are aimed at finding optimum design solutions for enhancing natural ventilation, taking into consideration different design parameters. We considered the inlet aperture height, air gap width and surface emissivity to study the ventilation performance of a small solar chimney in terms of mass flow rate. Our study shows that the mass flow through a solar chimney is more sensitive to changes in the air gap width than to changes in the inlet aperture height. The present results also show the existence of an optimum inlet aperture height. Without considering the radiation heat exchange, a reverse flow is observed at the chimney outlet even for a small air gap width. This needs to be further investigated. Surface emissivity is found to have a positive effect on the mass flow rate, and hence radiation heat exchange should not be ignored in solar chimney systems.
